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INTRODUCTION for INSTRUCTORS 
 

 Read With Me: Rhythm, Rhyme and Repetition   
 
The PURPOSE of this Read With Me (RWM) is to support parents in enhancing their 
child’s language development using rhythm, rhyme, repetition, and word play. 
Strategies also may include alphabet knowledge, exposure to new vocabulary, and 
physical engagement with their child. The purpose is for families to leave with more 
strategies, appreciation, enjoyment, and confidence in their skills to support their child’s 
developing language, literacy and pre-reading skills. 
 
UNIQUE to this RWM, this outline describes the Sponsor’s choice of a single, two-part 
or three-part series workshop.  There are three themes. Each session addresses one 
theme. If the multi-part series is offered, families can choose to drop into as many as 
they like. Each session will address the same foundational learning objectives and there 
will be continuity between sessions. Families who attend more sessions will accumulate 
more opportunities to connect the themes, practice using these strategies and receive 
additional new children’s books.   
 
RATIONALE for this RWM theme: Language development is dependent on modeling, 
repetition, connection to context, reciprocal and responsive communication, pattern 
recognition, predictability, listening, and more. Communication and sound play should 
be enjoyable and rewarding in order to foster the development of language.  Exploration 
and imitation of sounds is the basis for communication and is critical to the 
developmental sequence typical of language development and later reading skills.  
Rhythm, rhyme and repetition are three techniques used to support pre-reading skill 
development. Families of young children who attend this workshop have opportunities 
to explore and enjoy playing with words and sounds, use them to tell a story and 
express ideas and feelings.  The children’s books chosen model and support this 
process.  Repetition, rhythm, rhyme and word play create opportunities to make and 
hear patterns, predictable sequences, and sounds, which are precursors to language, 
sight-sound connections, and reading. 
 
A NOTE FROM THE AUTHORS: We are excited to create this new Read With Me for 
several reasons. By offering it as one, two or three sessions that may build on each 
other, we hope to provide flexibility meet host needs and to engage more families. We 
hope providing consistency with variations for each session will enhance and potentially 
grow the experience for everyone.  The deep exploration of rhythm, rhyme and 
repetition/word play in books enjoyed by young children and their families led us to 
consider more than its impact on early literacy.  We wondered in what ways these three 
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components are part of the everyday lives of all families with young children. In what 
way does repetition help children learn and provide a sense of consistency and safety?  
How does rhyme happen throughout our day and how can it be used to develop literacy 
habits?  How might word play relate to song and poetry and developing vocabulary?  
Finally, we made the assumption that instructors will meet the learning objectives while 
adapting the materials and ideas to best fit the families participating.  Together we find 
this theme a delightful exploration and hope you and the families you share it with, will 
too.  
 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES   Each session has similar learning objectives. 
As a result of completing the workshop series workshop parents will: 

1. Identify how to enhance opportunities for their child’s development of language, 
literacy and pre- reading skills using (rhythm, rhyme, repetition and word play) 
with children’s books. 

2. Identify how (rhythm, rhyme, repetition and word play) can be incorporated into 
daily routines with their child. 

 
OUTLINE of each of the THREE SESSIONS (1.5 hours each) 
 
Books selected represent the three themes (RRR or rhyme, rhythm, repetition) and the 
full age range (birth to six).  Each session explores how three sample children’s books 
support the theme and connects the theme to daily routines of a family with young 
children.  Session one, Rhyme, has an additional children’s book of rhymes.  Each 
session includes five activities: 

A. Welcome, Warm-up and Exploration of Rhyme, Rhythm or Repetition/Word Play 
(RRR) 

B. Reading and hearing children’s books, finding the (RRR) in a book 
C. Using (RRR) every day 
D. Exploring more books 
E. Review and wrap up 

 
THEME, RELATED BOOKS AND PARENT HANDOUTS FOR EACH SESSION:  
 
SESSION ONE:  Rhyme   

● The Eentsy, Weentsy Spider: finger plays and action rhymes (1997)  by Joanna 
Cole and Stephanke Calmenson, illustrated by Alen Tiegreen 

 Three additional books from the list below 
● Pigs Aplenty Pigs Galore by David Mcphail (toddler and upwards)  
● A House is a House for me by Mary Ann Hoberman illustrated by Betty Fraser 

(preschool and upwards)   
● Piggy Pie Po by Audrey Wood illustrated by Don Wood 
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● The Gruffalo by Julia Donaldson, illustrated Axel Scheffler 
 

PARENT HANDOUT- Read With Me: Rhyme 
 
SESSION TWO:  Repetition   
Choose three books from the list below 

● The Jacket I Wear in the Snow  by Neitzel and Winslow Parker (age toddler on) 
● Who Took the Farmer's Hat by Joan L Nodset, illustrated by Fritz Siebel (a 1963 

classic; preschool and up) 
● The LIttle Red Hen by Paul Galdone (age 3 up) 
● Go Sleep in your Own Bed! By Candace Fleming, illustrated by Lori Nichols 

(toddler and up)   
● My Grandfather’s Coat by Jim Aylesworth, illustrated by Barbar McClintock 

(preschool and older) 
 

PARENT HANDOUT- Read With Me: Repetition 
 

SESSION THREE:  Rhythm / Word Play 
Choose these two 

● Drummer Hoff by Barbara Emberley and Ed Emberley  (pre k) 
● Old Black Fly by Jim Aylesworth, Illustrated by Stephen Gammell (age toddler 

on) 
Choose one more from the list below 

● Lady with the Alligator Purse by Mary Ann Hoberman, illustrated by Nadine 
Bernard Westcott 2003 (preschool) 

● Chicka Chicka Boom Boom  by Bill Martin Jr. and John Archambault , illustrated 
by Lois Ehlert (toddler and above) 
 
PARENT HANDOUTS:  
Parent Handout - Read With Me: Rhythm /Word Play 
Talk, Read and Sing Together Everyday 
Sing into Reading 
 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 
 
Reading Rockets website from Public Television has peer-reviewed research guides, 
apps and other resources, booklists by theme, author information and much more:  
http://www.readingrockets.org/ 
 
Family Reading Partnership distributes children’s books through its partnership 
programs. It’s website hosts a parent blog with information and book suggestions- 
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organized by category and month: 
https://familyreadingcorner.wordpress.com/category/family-reading/ 
 
Fingerplays and Rhyme: https://childhood101.com/15-preschool-counting-songs-
fingerplays-rhymes/ 
 
Daily Routine Songs: words to songs the company created for every activity in your 
daily routine https://www.songsforteaching.com/everyday/everydayroutines.html 


